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Abstract— As limitation of the existing fans is that it not energy efficient and has to be operated manually. It does not 
change its speed according to changes occurred in the environment. This paper resolves all issues by the efficient use of 
MSP430 microcontroller integrated circuit with energy consuming technology and intellectual use of pyroelectric infrared 
sensing mechanism, with variable speed, with displaying on mobile different temperature in Degree and humidity in %RH. 
This system is very useful for disabled as well as old age people, because overall system is controlled automatically with no 
any control by hand. Since system has long-distance operation i.e automatically check presence of human and sense the 
temperature and humidity, so we can save more energy, to gain a larger market space with smartly. Hence this system is 
energy efficient and adaptable to change in Environmental conditions. 
 
Index Term— Cone angle, Digitally Controlled Oscillator, MSP430, Pyroelectric Infrared Technology. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Nowadays automatic home is one of the important 
symbols in nation. An automatic washing machine is 
the first automatic facility entered in to peoples home 
and then air-condition, cooler, various control 
systems based on android Smartphone. Electric fan is 
important appliance in day to day life [1]. Normally 
by pressing switch button we operate ceiling or table 
fan manually as per respective requirements. This 
non-indulgence feature of ceiling fan makes it unable 
to turn on given fan automatically by considering any 
type of parameter. So energy-saving design technique 
with updated technology is always beneficial to apply 
it on household appliances, industrial equipment, and 
so on [1]. Most of focus is taken in order to develop a 
prototype and implement energy saving technology as 
it is biggest component of ownership cost. Fresh or 
random type of air is always suitable to our human 
body. 
 
Depending on individual application, microcontroller 
comes in many variety. These varieties include 
different execution speed , IO direction, capability of 
instruction with different architecture. The Texas 
Instruments MSP430G2553 is one of easiest and 
simplest microcontroller in order to develop or 
control real time application. It consist of powerful 
TMS470 which directly relay on 32/16-bit ARM7-
TDMI technology, and speed also matters because of 
powerful digital signal processor. Efficiently use of 
CPU of MSP430 with large number of resistor, 
because of that various parameter can set or reset as 
well as monitor depending on resistor condition. To 
put main device as microcontroller in to low power 
mode which is biggest advantages of it, by having 
different values in oscillator resistor or controlled by 
putting bits of flag resistor 1 or 0. The main heart of 
MSP is clocked internally with suitable use of 
digitally controlled oscillator because of which it will 
restart as early as possible i.e. in less than 1 us in 

upcoming devices. So main part of system directly 
wakes up from standby mode, and perform its task 
without delaying on respective its pins depending on 
application designed. 
 
II. OVERVIEW OF THE SYSTEM 
 
A. Working Principle 
System consisting Core with MSP430 using PIR 
sensor for personal, SHT11 for monitoring 
environmental changes as humidity and temperature 
and triac driver to drive load in terms of fan [8]. On 
the other hand by detecting the presence of human in 
given area that sensor covers, system will drive load 
[5]. And simultaneously clever calculating 
temperature and humidity MOC3041 will drive 
TRIAC and load varies. After giving all calculation to 
main core i.e. microcontroller ADC that converts it in 
to digital 1 and 0. And corresponding control signal is 
produced, to set and clear pins signal. And intelligent 
use of MOC3041 driver IC to drive TRIAC which 
having load as ordinary (AC ceiling) fans. If no one is 
under that area of PIR it will not start our prototype. 
One of well known occupancy detector is PIR sensors 
which already calculate it’s area of presence and then 
only it generate particular flag in terms of voltage on 
its pin [6]. So according to environmental 
temperature and humidity rises and falls, accordingly 
fan will rotate in terms of different r.p.m [2]. So 
corresponding rotation of three blades of fan by 
continuous monitoring temperature and humidity in 
presence of human system in particular area our 
system (prototype) will work smoothly. 
 
B. Block diagram diagram 
Fig. 1 shows the block schematic of proposed system. 
Which consists of MSP430 microcontroller, one 
driver IC 3041, one temperature and humidity sensor, 
one TRIAC to drive load in terms of Fan. 
PWM(Pulse width modulation) is produced in MSP 
430 by the use of software with internal timer of MSP 
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on a single pin [3]. And that produced PWM is given 
to driver IC MOC3041 and accordingly humidity and 
temperature calculation we will have variable or 
smooth flow of load or rotation of motor. So we get 
desired output according input parameter which we 
have set. But condition is human presence then only 
all system will work otherwise our system is off. 
 

 
Fig 1 Block diagram of system 

 
C. Hardware 
1. Pyroelectric detection sensor 
 

 
Fig 2 Pyroelectric sensor 

 
From Fig.2, it illustrates that if under certain area of 
sensor i.e. covered cone angle, it start to give certain 
output on its pin in terms of high voltage with respect 
to time as shown above. Depending of application 
sensor can utilize ex. Theft detection, dancing LED, 
light controlled environment, etc. This has particular 
area to cover about 110 to 120 cone. From above 
fig.2 it is clear that after detecting human it will give 
a rise of pulse or a voltage in terms of amplitude with 
respect to time. 
 
2. Interfacing of SHT11 with schematic diagram 
The SHT11 is one of important device which sense 
the environmental changes i.e. temperature and 
humidity only.That calibrated digital data output in 
terms of code it will continuously monitor and we are 
displaying it on mobile application through universal 
asynchronous transmitter and receiver port of main 
system. Protel schematic as shown in Fig.3 
interfacing of SHT11 sensor with microcontroller. It 
has excellent and long term stability so automatically 
data is updated on mobile application. It has two main 
pins to communicate with master i.e. SCL and SDA 
called as two wire serial interface with sufficient 

reference level, which makes system integration easy. 
Resolution for sensor is about 0.5%RH and 
temperature is about 0.04 with response time as 5s 
with maximum accuracy. 
 

 
Fig. 3 Schematic of interfacing of MSP430 with DHT11 

 
3. MOC3041 with TRIAC to drive load 
The MOC 3041 device consist of material gallium 
arsenide infrared emitting diodes which are optically 
coupled to a monolithic silicon detector performs 
function like triac driver. By the use of MSP430 
controller, produces pulse width modulation (PWM) 
signal which is directly given to MOC 3041 driver IC 
of triac [4]. So it accept variable PWM according to 
calculation of temperature and humidity if any 
presence of human. So finally we have a load directly 
drive by triac according to its input condition. 
 
III. SOFTWARE DESIGN 
 
The proposed techniques mentioned in previous 
sections were implemented in CCS i.e Code 
Composer Studio Integrated Development 
Environment on a typical PC. To write in software for 
controller, the tools used are CCS IDE, as shown in 
Fig. 4, CCS compiler and mini usb to burn code in 
controller. Specific Coding is done in Embedded C 
language. In software design, mainly focus on 
pyroelectric detection section, Temperature and 
humidity testing module, motor speed control module 
i.e. of AC fan. Given Compiler having main program 
as detection of human presence and then accordingly 
environmental situation pulse width modulation is 
produced on particular pin. So by calculating Ton and 
Toff time it produces voltage to run rotation of motor 
[4]. In software various set points where speed of 
ceiling fan is decided. As shown in Fig. 4 integrated 
development environment with various facility in 
simple manner. On other hand debugging facility is 
directly available on this IDE with no any extra 
compiler installation. On particular pin of 
microcontroller we directly realize PWM variation 
according to changes in both parameters. Even 
though UART through we will have continuous data 
on mobile apps as fan off or on and humidity, 
temperature. Use of interrupt signal, PWM, various 
timer modes of core within the area for personnel to 
give accurate output in terms of moving of fan. So 
finally through UART port we are displaying 
received data on our mobile to realize output easily. 
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Fig. 4. CCS software window 

 
IV. RESULT 
 

 
Fig. 5. Hardware of system 

 

 
Fig. 6. Mobile view of the system 

 

Fig.5 shows actual hardware with MSP430 controller 
and necessary hardware related to drive load in terms 
of Ceiling Fan. And Fig.6 shows actual continuous 
data receiving on mobile apps in terms of condition 
of fan as well as environmental changes in terms of 
temperature and humidity. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
The design and development of energy efficient smart 
fan is presented here. 
 

1. The energy efficient smart fan is energy 
efficient as if switched on automatically only 
when required. 

2. The energy efficient smart fan is function of 
room temperature as well as humidity. 

3. The overall cost of system is very low. 
4. Hence it can be concluded to be intelligent 

fan. 
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